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T

he S-phase checkpoint activated at replication forks
coordinates DNA replication when forks stall because of DNA damage or low deoxyribonucleotide
triphosphate pools. We explore the involvement of replication forks in coordinating the S-phase checkpoint using
dun1⌬ cells that have a defect in the number of stalled
forks formed from early origins and are dependent on the
DNA damage Chk1p pathway for survival when replication is stalled. We show that providing additional origins

activated in early S phase and establishing a paused fork
at a replication fork pause site restores S-phase checkpoint signaling to chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells and relieves the reliance on the DNA damage checkpoint pathway. Origin
licensing and activation are controlled by the cyclin–Cdk
complexes. Thus, oncogene-mediated deregulation of cyclins in the early stages of cancer development could contribute to genomic instability through a deﬁciency in the
forks required to establish the S-phase checkpoint.

Introduction
Cell cycle checkpoints coordinate the maintenance of genomic
integrity with cell division. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the
coordination between S phase and chromosome segregation is
ensured by the S-phase checkpoint. This signal transduction
pathway monitors the presence of replication forks that are
stalled by DNA damage lesions, low deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate (dNTP) pools, or mutations in the components of
the DNA replication machinery (Nyberg et al., 2002), and its
activation is dependent on the protein kinase Mec1p and the
downstream kinase Rad53p (Atr and Chk2/Cds1 in humans;
Branzei and Foiani, 2005). The S-phase checkpoint effector
functions can be subdivided according to their execution point.
Intra–S-phase checkpoint effector functions are performed
within S phase, whereas the S/M checkpoint restrains mitosis.
Rad53p activation in response to replication blocks results in
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slowing of S-phase progression, delayed activation of late replication origins, stabilization of stalled replication forks, induction of a transcriptional response through the kinase Dun1p,
and restraint of mitosis (Allen et al., 1994; Santocanale and
Diffley, 1998; Shirahige et al., 1998; Lopes et al., 2001; Alvino
et al., 2007).
Stalled or paused replication forks occur at every S phase
(Deshpande and Newlon, 1996; Wang et al., 2001) and checkpoint mutant cells have increased gross chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs), suggesting an intrinsic role for the S-phase
checkpoint in every cell cycle to resolve these forks (Myung
et al., 2001). In addition, Mec1p plays a role in averting mutagenic double-strand breaks by promoting fork progression
through slow replicating regions when dNTP pools are reduced
(Branzei and Foiani, 2005).
The formation of replication forks, which must be present
to activate the S-phase checkpoint (Michael et al., 2000; Tercero
et al., 2003), is dependent on origin licensing. This process
occurs when prereplication complexes (preRCs) form during
the period of low cyclin–Cdk activity at the end of mitosis and
in G1. Origin activation is executed by cyclin–Cdk and Cdc7p/
Dbf4p kinases and the recruitment of Cdc45p, which initiates
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DNA unwinding and recruitment of RPA and the DNA polymerase /primase (Zou and Stillman, 2000), resulting in the
formation of two replication forks.
An important factor influencing the number of replication
forks present at a given time in S phase is the timing of origin
activation. In S. cerevisiae, a subset of the ⵑ400 sequences defined as autonomously replicating sequences (ARSs) function
as replication origins. Origin activation occurs in a continuum
with some origins activated early, the bulk activated in mid–
S phase, and some activated late (Deshpande and Newlon, 1992;
Raghuraman et al., 2001). Therefore, the generation of signal to
elicit the S-phase checkpoint is dependent on both preRC formation and origin activation. Mutations or deficiencies in genes
encoding preRC components or deregulation of cyclins confer
genomic instability or checkpoint defects (Kelly et al., 1993;
Saka and Yanagida, 1993; Labib et al., 2000; Shimada et al.,
2002; Huang and Koshland, 2003).
The DNA damage checkpoint, which is activated when
damage is sensed in late S or G2 phases outside the context of a
replication fork, is not required to maintain viability during replication blocks. In this case, some of the signaling components
from the S-phase checkpoint, in addition to the kinase Chk1p,
inhibit spindle elongation and chromosome segregation in response to DNA damage (Weinert et al., 1994; Gardner et al.,
1999; Sanchez et al., 1999; Searle et al., 2004).
In this paper, we report that dun1⌬ cells have a deficiency
in the number of stalled forks that are formed from early origins. Previously, we showed that replication blocks activate the
DNA damage checkpoint in these cells, which are dependent on
the checkpoint kinase Chk1p for survival on the ribonucleotide
reductase inhibitor hydroxyurea (HU; Schollaert et al., 2004).
We show that the lethality of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells on HU is suppressed by the introduction of episomal replication origins that
are activated in early S phase. In addition, we demonstrate that
the timing of episomal origin activation is critical to their ability
to restore checkpoint signaling and viability to chk1⌬ dun1⌬
cells. Advancing the timing of a late episomal replication origin
activation by targeting an acetylase to the origin resulted in suppression of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells to a similar extent as the early
episomal origin. Similarly, advancing the timing of late chromosomal replication origin activation globally by RPD3 deletion
suppresses the HU sensitivity of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells to a similar
extent as the episomal origin. In addition, we find that the forks
from the early episomal origins must encounter a replication
pause site to generate the S-phase checkpoint signal.

Results
A deﬁciency of stalled forks in early
S phase causes dependence on the
DNA damage checkpoint to survive
replication blocks

Although chk1⌬ mutants exhibit no sensitivity to high HU concentrations (Sanchez et al., 1999) and dun1⌬ mutants exhibit
sensitivity only to chronic exposure to high levels of HU (Zhou
and Elledge, 1993), Chk1p is essential for survival of dun1⌬
cells under such conditions. This dependence on Chk1p is be1074
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cause of a defect other than the role of Dun1p in the regulation of
dNTP pools. chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells have a defect in recovering from
replication blocks. In fact, the sensitivity of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells
to HU is similar to that of rad53 cells (Schollaert et al., 2004).
The forks formed from early replication origins, which
are not under checkpoint control, establish the S-phase checkpoint signal. Cells deficient in early origin activation fail to activate the S-phase checkpoint and become dependent on the DNA
damage checkpoint for survival (Branzei and Foiani, 2005).
We hypothesized that the defect in dun1⌬ cells that makes
CHK1 essential after replication blocks was a deficiency in stalled
forks from early replication origins. To determine the relative
number of cells within a population that formed stalled forks
from early chromosomal replication origins, we examined the
accumulation of replication intermediates at ARS305 and ARS1 in
cells released from G1 into medium containing HU (Santocanale
and Diffley, 1998). Both ARS305 and ARS1 are activated in
early S phase (Trep = 12.6 min for ARS305 and 23.3 min for
ARS1, where Trep is the time after release from G1 at which half
of the cells within the population have replicated that particular
sequence; Raghuraman et al., 2001). Fewer dun1⌬ and chk1⌬
dun1⌬ cells showed replication intermediates from both origins
compared with wild-type cells (Fig. 1 A). For both ARS305 and
ARS1, the relative signal intensity for wild-type cells was approximately seven times greater than that for dun1⌬ and chk1⌬
dun1⌬ cells at the time of maximum intensity for all strains.
The budding index indicated that dun1⌬ cells entered the cell
cycle with the same kinetics as wild-type cells (Fig. 1 C, left).
The few dun1⌬ and chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells that activated the early
origins did so with the same timing as wild-type cells.
To confirm the results obtained from the alkaline gel analysis, 2D gel analysis was performed to monitor replication
structures from the early origin ARS305. Wild-type and chk1⌬
cells activated ARS305 45 min after release from G1 into HU, as
indicated by prominent bubble arc and late Y arc signals (Fig. 1 B,
arrows; Santocanale and Diffley, 1998). However, despite similar kinetics of cell cycle entry (Fig. 1 C, right), dun1⌬ and
chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells had reduced signal representing replication
fork–containing structures (bubble and late Y arcs) at the same
time point in three independent experiments (Fig. 1 B, right).
This was not because of premature fork formation in dun1⌬ or
chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells at earlier time points (Fig. S1 A, available at
http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200706009/DC1).
Because dun1⌬ cells had fewer stalled forks in early
S phase, we next examined the timing of S-phase checkpoint
activation in these cells by monitoring Rad53p phosphorylation (Sanchez et al., 1996). Rad53p was partially modified by
20 min and fully modified by 30 min in wild-type cells released
from G1 into HU. Under these conditions, Rad53p modification in dun1⌬ cells had similar kinetics as in wild-type cells,
whereas in chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells, Rad53p was not modified until
30 min after release, and modification increased by 40 min
but never reached full activation, as indicated by the unphosphorylated species present at the later time points (Fig. 1 D).
This delay was confirmed by calculating the signal ratio for
phosphorylated/unphosphorylated Rad53p (Fig. 1 D, right) and
was not caused by differences in cell cycle entry, as confirmed

Figure 1. The number of stalled chromosomal replication forks early in S phase is reduced in dun1⌬ and chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells in response to HU and correlates with a defect in S-phase checkpoint activation. (A, top) Cells were released from G1 into medium containing 200 mM HU. Chromosomal DNA
was subjected to alkaline gel electrophoresis. RIs were monitored by Southern blot analysis using a probe for the indicated replication origin. (A, bottom)
Relative intensity of RI signal normalized to the amount of DNA loaded. Seven independent experiments showed similar trends and one typical experiment
is shown for each ARS. (B) Cells were treated as in A. (B, left) Southern blot analysis of chromosomal DNA prepared 45 min after release into HU and
subjected to 2D gel electrophoresis was performed using a probe for ARS305. Arrows designate signal that represents replication fork–containing structures. (B, middle) Illustration of restriction fragment structures and the corresponding Southern blot patterns. (B, right) Mean ratio of signal for replication
fork–containing structures to linear DNA as a percentage of the wild-type (WT) ratio for three experiments. Error bars represent one standard deviation
from the mean. (C) Budding index. 100 cells from A and B were scored for buds. Additional data that support this trend were observed in other replicates
(Tables S2 and S3, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200706009/DC1). (D, left) Cells were released from G1 into medium containing
200 mM HU. Rad53p phosphorylation was monitored by Western analysis. The Molecular masses (in kilodaltons) are indicated to the right of each panel.
(D, right) The ratio of phosphorylated to unphosphorylated Rad53p signal.
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Figure 2. Chk1p is activated in dun1⌬ cells
in late S phase and G2 during an unperturbed
cell cycle. (A, top) Cells were released from
G1. Western blot analysis was performed to
monitor HA-Chk1p protein migration. (A, bottom) dun1⌬ cells were treated as in the top
panel, except cells were released into medium containing nocodazole. The asterisks
emphasize the time points at which HA-Chk1p
phosphorylation was observed. The Molecular
masses (in kilodaltons) are indicated to the
right of each panel. (B) Cells were plated on
YPD medium containing either 10 or 50 mM
HU and incubated at 30°C for 24 h, and the
number of cells per colony was counted for 50
colonies. Bars represent the mean number of
cells per colony. Error bars represent one standard deviation from the mean.

by DNA content and budding index (Fig. S1, B and C). We have
shown that Chk1 is required to promote recovery from replication blocks in dun1⌬ cells (Schollaert et al., 2004). One possible explanation for our findings that Rad53p activation was
normal in dun1⌬ cells despite defects in formation of replication intermediates from early origins is that Chk1p could be
promoting a process at the replication fork that would keep
the few forks in a configuration that would be competent for
Rad53p signaling. This process could be physical, involving
prevention or promotion of the processing of the structures that
arise at stalled forks.
dun1⌬ cells have increased numbers of GCRs, which
suggests that conditions exist at every S phase that could
result in DNA damage checkpoint activation (Myung et al.,
2001). We monitored Chk1p modification as an indicator of
DNA damage checkpoint activation in wild-type and dun1⌬
cells in the absence of exogenous sources of replication stress.
Chk1p was activated in dun1⌬ cells but not wild-type cells in
late S phase/G2 (Fig. 2 A and Fig S2 A, available at http://
www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200706009/DC1). Dephosphorylation of Chk1p occurred as dun1⌬ cells progressed to
mitosis, as indicated by DNA content (Fig. 2 A and Fig. S2 B),
and before cells reached a nocodazole-induced preanaphase
block (Fig. 2 A, bottom). The phosphorylation of Chk1p in
dun1⌬ cells did not require Mre11p, which has a role in the
checkpoint response to double-strand breaks and replication
stress (Fig. S2 A; D’Amours and Jackson, 2001; Grenon
et al., 2001; Usui et al., 2001). Phosphorylation of Chk1p in
dun1⌬ cells required the signal amplifier Rad9p but not Mrc1p
(Fig. S2 A; Schollaert et al., 2004), supporting the argument
that dun1⌬ deficiency leads to the activation of the Rad9pmediated DNA damage checkpoint.
1076
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Because Chk1p phosphorylation occurred in late S/G2 in
dun1⌬ cells, we next used a microcolony assay to determine
whether the lethality in chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells occurred in the same
cell cycle or required passage through mitosis. chk1⌬ dun1⌬
cells formed microcolonies containing, on average, 15 or 4 cells
24 h after being plated on 10 or 50 mM HU, respectively, indicating that the cells undergo at least one division before death
(Fig. 2 B). These results are consistent with our finding that
chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells transiently treated with HU (6 h) and allowed to proceed through mitosis exhibited loss of viability that
was suppressed by concomitant treatment with nocodazole to
block mitotic progression (Fig. S2 C). This suggests that failure
to activate the S-phase checkpoint fully in dun1⌬ cells results in
lesions that require the DNA damage checkpoint for their resolution before mitosis and that these lesions may not be lethal
until chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells go through mitosis.
Advancing global timing of origin activation
by RPD3 deletion suppressed the HU
sensitivity of dun1 and chk1 dun1 cells

Reaching the threshold of stalled forks in early S phase may depend on the efficiency of formation of replication forks from the
limited number of chromosomal origins that are activated at that
time (Branzei and Foiani, 2005). We predicted that increasing
the number of origins activated early in S phase in dun1⌬ cells
would restore S-phase checkpoint signaling and relieve the requirement of the DNA damage checkpoint for survival on HU.
HU treatment delays late origin activation in wild-type cells and
this is dependent on the deacetylase Rpd3p, which controls the
timing of activation of late origins (Vogelauer et al., 2002;
Aparicio et al., 2004). RPD3 deletion was shown to advance
the activation of late chromosomal origins, even in HU, and to

Figure 3. Deletion of RPD3, which encodes a histone deacetylase, suppresses the HU sensitivity of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells. (A) Cells were spotted onto YPD
medium containing the indicated concentration of HU (mM). (B) Analyses of replication fork–containing structures were performed as in Fig. 1 B, using a
probe for the late chromosomal origin ARS603 (top) or the early chromosomal origin ARS305 (bottom). (C, top) Rad53p phosphorylation in response to
HU treatment is restored to wild-type levels and kinetics in chk1 dun1 cells by additional replication origins that are activated in early S phase. Rad53p
phosphorylation was monitored as in Fig. 1 D, except that the cells were released at 18°C. (C, bottom left) Ratio of phosphorylated to nonphosphorylated
Rad53p. (C, bottom right) Budding index.

restore checkpoint signaling to mec1, rad9, and rad53 cells
in response to UV and, to a lesser extent, suppressed the HUsensitivity of mec1 cells (Scott and Plon, 2003). Deletion of
RPD3 suppressed the HU sensitivity of both dun1⌬ and chk1⌬
dun1⌬ cells nearly to the same extent as the early activating
episomal origin (Fig. 3 A) presumably by increasing the number
of forks in early S phase.
We next confirmed that deletion of RPD3 allowed activation of the late chromosomal origin ARS603 in chk1⌬ dun1⌬
cells. Like wild-type cells, chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells showed no bubble arc signal for the late origin ARS603 up to 60 min after release from G1 into HU, indicating that these cells are competent
for the suppression of late replication origins; however, bubble
arc structures were apparent in rpd3⌬ cells 40 and 60 min after
release from G1 (Fig. 3 B; Aparicio et al., 2004). chk1⌬ dun1⌬
rpd3⌬ cells activated ARS603 in HU similar to rpd3⌬ cells
(Fig. 3 B), confirming that late origins are not suppressed in chk1⌬
dun1⌬ rpd3⌬ cells. Deletion of RPD3 in the chk1⌬ dun1⌬

background did not advance the timing or increase the efficiency
of early chromosomal origin activation (Fig. 3 B).
Altering the activity of the cyclin–CDK complexes that
control preRC formation and replication timing causes a
checkpoint-mediated delay before anaphase (Lengronne and
Schwob, 2002; Gibson et al., 2004). Cells lacking either S-phase
cyclin Clb5p or 6p are proficient for early origin activation,
whereas cells lacking Clb5p have a defect in late origin activation (Donaldson et al., 1998). Deletion of CLB5 makes cells
dependent on Rad53p for viability, even in the absence of replication blocks, and is synthetic sick with a CHK1 deletion
(Gibson et al., 2004). We found that deletion of CLB5 was synthetic with deletion of DUN1 for HU sensitivity (Fig. S3 G, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200706009/DC1).
In addition, overexpression of CLB6, which regulates early
origin activation, partially suppressed the HU sensitivity of
chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells (Fig. S3 H). Our data suggest that the
combination of a defect in late origin activation caused by lack of
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Clb5p exacerbates a defect in the formation or maintenance
of replication intermediates from early origins because of lack
of Dun1p.
We next examined the kinetics of Rad53p activation in response to HU in chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells with increased numbers of
forks in early S phase by RPD3 deletion. Rad53p activation in
chk1⌬ dun1⌬ rpd3⌬ cells occurred with similar kinetics to
wild-type cells (Fig. 3 C and Fig. S3 B). The budding index
from these experiments showed that the difference in Rad53p
phosphorylation kinetics was not caused by altered timing of
cell cycle entry (Fig. 3 C, bottom). These experiments were performed at 18°C to slow down cell cycle progression; however,
at a higher temperature, the same trend of Rad53p activation
was apparent (Fig. S3 B). These results are consistent with a
model in which increasing the number of replication forks in
early S phase allows the checkpoint to be established at a relatively early time during S phase.
An episomal early replication origin
restores the ability of checkpoint-defective
mutants to survive replication blocks

We next examined whether our system could be used to reconstitute S-phase checkpoint signaling from episomal origins of
replication that differed in their timing of activation. This would
allow us to dissect the contribution of the timing of activation
and/or numbers of forks formed in early S phase to checkpoint
signaling and survival after replication stress.
We observed that the HU sensitivity of both dun1⌬ and
chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells was suppressed by the introduction of an
episomal shuttle vector that contains the histone H4 replication
origin (ARSH4) and a centromeric sequence (CEN6; Fig. 4 A;
Sikorski and Hieter, 1989). This type of shuttle vector, pARS
(yeast centromeric plasmid), is maintained at a copy number
of 1–2 per cell (Hsiao and Carbon, 1981) and is replicated
and segregated like other yeast chromosomes. chk1⌬ dun1⌬
cells grew equally well on high concentrations of HU whether
transformed with one or two pARS; however, another episomal vector, p2 (yeast episomal plasmid), which contains
a canonical ARS but lacks a CEN (Christianson et al., 1992),
or one lacking both CEN and ARS sequences (yeast integrative plasmid; Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) did not confer suppression (Fig. 4, A and B; and not depicted). These data suggest that
the replication origin and/or the centromeric sequences are the
likely elements restoring growth on HU. Because cells containing the p2 had similar phenotype to cells lacking any vector,
we have used cells containing the p2 as negative controls in
our studies.
To test whether the timing of episomal replication fork
formation was critical to restoring checkpoint signaling, we
used two pARS that contain the same origin sequence, ARS1412,
with different timing of activation (Friedman et al., 1996).
ARS1412 with chromosomal flanking sequences maintains its
late activation time on an episome (p12; Friedman et al., 1996).
Deletion of sequence flanking ARS1412 in p12 resulted in
p12ARS with the origin now activated at the same time as
ARS305, which is one of the earliest activated origins (Reynolds
et al., 1989; Friedman et al., 1996; Raghuraman et al., 2001).
1078
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dun1⌬ and chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells carrying p12ARS (early) grew
on HU-containing medium to the same extent as cells carrying
pARS. However, chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells carrying p12 (late) did not
grow on HU (Fig. 4 B). Our data suggest that the additional signal from stalled episomal forks formed in early S phase compensates for a lower number of chromosomal stalled forks.
In addition, chk1⌬ dun1⌬ rpd3⌬ cells containing the episomal
origin showed no difference in growth on higher concentrations
of HU (Fig. S3 F). These results suggest that the episomal origin and rpd3⌬ mutation restore viability to dun1⌬ and chk1⌬
dun1⌬ cells on HU by a similar mechanism.
Similar to chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells, dun1⌬ cells lacking the signal amplifier Rad9p exhibit sensitivity to chronic HU exposure
(Fig. S2 D; Schollaert et al., 2004). The viability of dun1⌬
rad9⌬ and chk1⌬ dun1⌬ rad9⌬ cells was restored by the episomal replication origin to nearly the same extent as observed
for chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells, suggesting that Rad9p is not required
for growth on HU under these circumstances (Fig. S2 D).
Sensing of UV DNA damage lesions in S phase requires
components of the replication machinery (Navas et al., 1996;
Wang and Elledge, 1999). chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells also exhibit additive sensitivity to UV irradiation (Sanchez et al., 1999) that
could be caused by a defect in establishing an S-phase checkpoint signal. The UV sensitivity of dun1⌬ and chk1⌬ dun1⌬
cells was suppressed by the presence of either episome with
early activating origins (pARS and p12ARS) but not by the p2
vector or p12 (Fig. S2 E). These findings suggest that the additional replication forks provided by the episomal early origins
contribute to sensing UV-induced DNA damage to activate the
S-phase checkpoint. Therefore, the episomal origin of replication relieved the dependence of dun1⌬ cells on DNA damage
checkpoint proteins for survival of forks stalled by low dNTPs
or DNA damage.
We then confirmed the replication timing of these episomes and pARS in checkpoint mutant cells released from G1
into HU. A bubble arc was detected for pARS by 30 min after
release, which is consistent with the early activation of ARSH4
(Fig. 4 C). Furthermore, introduction of the episomal forks
did not restore the strength of activation to the chromosomal
ARS305 in the chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells (Fig. 4 C). Maximum replication intermediates signal for p12 was observed 60 min after release in wild-type cells, and a faint signal was present at 60 and
90 min in the chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells, which is consistent with late
activation timing (Fig. 4 D). In contrast we detected bubble arcs
for p12ARS as early as 30 min, which is consistent with early
activation timing (Fig. 4 D).
Our data suggested that the activation of the episomal and
chromosomal origins were under different control. To test this,
the origin ARS305 and minimal flanking sequences were cloned
into a vector backbone containing a CEN. Despite the fact that
fewer stalled forks form from the chromosomal ARS305 in
HU-treated dun1⌬ and chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells, the HU sensitivity of
these cells was suppressed by the episomal ARS305 to a greater
extent than pARS (Fig. S1 D), suggesting that the episomal
ARS305 was activated with the correct kinetics.
We next examined the kinetics of Rad53p activation in response to HU in chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells with increased numbers of

Figure 4. Suppression of the HU sensitivity of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells by an episomal replication origin activated early in S phase. (A and B) Cells containing
the indicated number of copies of pARS (pRS416, pRS415), p2 (pRS426, pRS425), p12, or p12ARS were spotted onto YPD medium containing the indicated concentration of HU (in millimoles). (C and D) Analyses of replication fork–containing structures were performed as in Fig. 1 B, using probes for the
indicated plasmid or ARS305. All cells analyzed in D contained pRS416. (E) Rad53p phosphorylation in response to HU treatment is restored to wild-type
levels and kinetics in chk1 dun1 cells by additional replication origins that are activated in early S phase. Rad53p phosphorylation was monitored as
in Fig. 3 C. The Molecular masses (in kilodaltons) are indicated to the right of each panel. (E, bottom left) Ratio of phosphorylated to nonphosphorylated
Rad53p. (E, bottom right) Budding index.

forks in early S phase by p12ARS. chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells with
p12ARS, but not p12, showed wild-type kinetics of Rad53p activation in response to HU (Fig. 4 E and Fig. S3 A). The budding
index from these experiments showed that the difference in
Rad53p phosphorylation kinetics was not because of altered
timing of cell cycle entry (Fig. 4 E, bottom). These experiments
were performed at 18°C to slow down cell cycle progression;
however, at a higher temperature, the same trend of Rad53p
activation was apparent (Fig. S3 A). These results are consistent
with a model in which increasing the number of replication
forks in early S phase allows the checkpoint to be established at
a relatively early time during S phase.
The timing of replication fork formation
determines whether the S-phase
checkpoint is established

Because the amount of flanking sequence around ARS1412 is
significantly different in p12 and p12ARS, we used p12 (late) to
examine whether changing the timing of activation of ARS1412
via a different mechanism was sufficient to restore checkpoint

signaling in chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells. Recruitment of the acetylase
Gcn5p by Gcn4p to the chromosomal ARS1412 was shown to
advance its activation timing (Vogelauer et al., 2002). Thus, we
inserted Gcn4p binding sites (total of 500 bp) adjacent to
ARS1412 in p12 resulting in p12-Ac. Because expression of
Gcn4p is induced by amino acid starvation, we introduced a
constitutive GCN4 expression construct into the same cells to
keep the Gcn4 levels constant in all backgrounds. We observed
that the episome with the late origin flanked by Gcn4p–Gcn5p
binding sites restored viability to the chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells 100%
of the time (Fig. 5). These findings suggest that the critical characteristics of the episome that restored viability on HU were the
timing of replication fork formation.
A replication fork pause at the centromere
plays a role in restoring checkpoint
signaling independent of spindle dynamics

In addition to the case of dNTP depletion by HU, replication
forks pause when they encounter nonhistone multiprotein complexes bound to the DNA template. Replication forks pause at
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Figure 5. The timing of origin activation and
of the episomal replication fork pause is critical to restore viability to chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells.
Targeting the acetylase Gcn5p–Gcn4p complex to the late activating origin ARS1412 restored the S-phase checkpoint in chk1 dun1
cells with constitutive expression of Gcn4p.
Cells containing a high copy vector expressing Gcn4p and the indicated episomal origin
were grown in SC-ura-leu media and spotted
onto YPD medium containing the indicated
concentration of HU (in millimoles). (bottom)
Five representative chk1⌬ dun1⌬ transformants containing a high copy vector expressing
Gcn4p and p12-Ac show results typical for 43/43 chk1⌬ dun1⌬ transformants containing the same constructs. p12, episome with late activating origin
that failed to suppress chk1⌬ dun1⌬; p12-Ac, same episome containing binding sites for the Gcn4p–Gcn5p acetylase complex.

centromeres (Greenfeder and Newlon, 1992) as well as at tRNA
genes actively transcribed in a direction opposite of fork movement (Deshpande and Newlon, 1996).
We first investigated whether eliminating a functional centromere on the pARS episome abolished its ability to restore viability to chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells by introducing a point mutation into
the CDEIII element of the pARS CEN (CCG→CTG) to obtain
the construct pARSCTG. The CDEIII element, which is required
for proper centromere chromatin structure and chromosome segregation, is rendered nonfunctional by this mutation (McGrew
et al., 1986). pARSCTG failed to restore viability to chk1⌬ dun1⌬
cells on HU (see Fig. 7 A). Addition of the STB sequence from the
p2 episome to provide a segregation mechanism into pARSCTG
failed to restore viability to the cells (Fig. 6 A) despite improving
the segregation efficiency of the episome (Table S1, available at
http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200706009/DC1).
Rad53p plays a critical role in the execution of the checkpoints operating during S phase, including blocking premature
spindle elongation when replication is slowed down by HU.
Bachant, et al. (2005) showed that several copies of pARS restored spindle regulation to rad53-21 cells in HU, likely by establishing tension from the kinetochores formed at the replicated
CEN, which is juxtaposed to the early activating origin in pARS
and is replicated early. We also found that the CEN was required
for suppression in our system; however, our data suggested that
restoration of spindle elongation delay was not the sole mechanism responsible for restoring growth on HU. We found that additional copies of the pARS (two to four copies) that had been
shown by Bachant, et al. (2005) to prevent premature spindle
elongation in rad53-21 cells in a high concentration of HU
(200 mM) did not suppress their growth defect on HU (Fig. S3,
C and D). This was not surprising, considering the essential role
of Rad53p in the S-phase checkpoint response in preventing irreversible fork collapse. We also observed that at a lower concentration of HU (50 mM) that slows down but does not block
DNA replication, introduction of four copies of pARS only
slightly altered the spindle elongation kinetics of rad53-21 cells
(Fig. S3 E). In addition, a single copy of pARS was sufficient to
restore checkpoint signaling to chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells without altering their spindle elongation kinetics (Fig. 6 C and not depicted).
We next addressed the correlation of spindle elongation
with viability of cells. To do this, we examined the spindle
elongation kinetics of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ mrc1⌬ cells. mrc1⌬ cells
1080
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elongate their spindles in high concentrations of HU, despite
their ability to form colonies when chronically exposed to HU
(Alcasabas et al., 2001; Tanaka and Russell, 2001; Osborn and
Elledge, 2003). Deletion of MRC1 increased the sensitivity of
dun1⌬ cells to HU, although not to the extent of a RAD9 deletion (unpublished data). chk1⌬ dun1⌬ mrc1⌬ cells are inviable
(unpublished data); however, they are viable when the gene encoding the ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor Sml1p is deleted.
sml1⌬ deletion had been shown to suppress the lethality of
mec1 and rad53 deletions and the lethality of simultaneous loss
of Mrc1p and Rad9p (Zhao et al., 1998; Gibson et al., 2004).
Episomal early replication origins suppressed the HU sensitivity of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells lacking Mrc1p (Fig. 6 B), yet the
pARS did not alter the premature spindle elongation of chk1⌬
dun1⌬ mrc1⌬ sml1⌬ cells in HU. chk1⌬ dun1⌬ mrc1⌬ sml1⌬
cells containing either p2 or pARS elongated their spindles
with kinetics similar to rad53-21 cells containing either pARS
or p2, whereas chk1⌬ dun1⌬ sml1⌬ cells containing either
vector elongated their spindles with delayed kinetics compared
with rad53-21 and chk1⌬ dun1⌬ mrc1⌬ sml1⌬ cells (Fig. 6 C).
chk1⌬ dun1⌬ mrc1⌬ sml1⌬ cells containing pARS illustrate an
example in which viability of cells exposed to HU is restored
while having little effect on spindle elongation kinetics.
Our results also indicated that the suppression by pARS did
not require Mrc1p. Recent studies using a frog extract system suggested that in order for a stalled fork to signal, unwinding of DNA
by the minichromosome maintenance proteins must occur ahead
of the stalled polymerases. The single-stranded DNA generated
leads to recruitment of RPA and the sensor kinase Mec1p. In those
studies, Claspin, an Mrc1p-like protein in vertebrates, was required for the generation of the checkpoint signal from unwound
DNA generated at a stalled fork (Byun et al., 2005). Our data suggest that the checkpoint signal is being restored without the Rad9p
or Mrc1p mediators/signal amplifiers or that Rad9p and Mrc1p
can each compensate for the absence of the other. Alternatively, a
mediator that has been shown to travel with the replication fork,
such as Tof1p (see the next section), could also be involved in signaling from the episomal forks (Katou et al., 2003).
To further investigate whether a fork pause could restore
checkpoint signaling, we engineered a highly active GAL1GAL10 promoter driving expression of the URA3 gene into the
pARSCTG construct and introduced this construct into chk1⌬
dun1⌬ cells. Growth on galactose drives transcription from this

Figure 6. Replication fork pause plays a role in suppression
of HU sensitivity of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells. (A) Cells containing
the indicated episome were spotted onto YPD medium containing the indicated concentration of HU (in millimoles). (B) Suppression of checkpoint mutant HU sensitivity by an episomal
replication origin is independent of spindle dynamics regulation. Cells containing either p2 (pRS426) or pARS (pRS416)
were spotted onto YPD medium containing the indicated concentration of HU (in millimoles). (C) Cells were released from
G1 into medium containing 50 mM HU, ﬁxed, and stained
with DAPI and anti-tubulin to visualize nuclei and spindles.
For each strain, 100 cells for each time point were scored as
having either short (<3 μm) or elongated (≥3 μm) spindles.
Data points indicate the percentage of cells with elongated
spindles. (D–F) The episomal replication fork pause is critical
to restore viability to chk1 dun1 cells. Cells containing the
indicated episomes were spotted onto YPD medium containing the indicated concentration of HU (in millimoles). (A and D,
bottom) Schematics of episomes used in these studies.
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promoter in the opposite orientation to one of the replication
forks. The movement of the transcription machinery opposes
the direction of the movement of the replication fork originating
from the ARS, which would lead to a replication fork pause.
The pARSCTG construct containing the GAL-URA3 insert restored viability of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells exposed to HU in the
presence of galactose, although to a lesser extent than the episome containing the ARS (Fig. 6 D). It should be noted that the
mutant cells exhibit greater sensitivity to HU when grown on
galactose, even when containing the pARS.
Tof1p is required for replication forks to pause at the centromere and the replication fork barrier in the ribosomal DNA locus, an actively transcribed tRNA (Calzada et al., 2005; Mohanty
et al., 2006; Hodgson et al., 2007). The pARS failed to restore the
viability of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells lacking Tof1p (Fig. 6 E), suggesting that the fork pause site at the centromere plays a role in suppression by the pARS. The model that the replication fork pause

may contribute to the suppression by the episomal early origin
was also supported by the discovery that a genomic clone that
contained a tRNA gene (tE(UUC)C) acted as a high copy suppressor of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ HU sensitivity (Fig. 6 F). Additionally,
this high copy suppressor failed to restore viability when TOF1
was deleted in the chk1⌬ dun1⌬ background (Fig. 6 F).
Activation of Rad53 after fork pause at
CEN correlates with viability of chk1
dun1 cells

Elimination of a functional centromere on the pARS episome
by introducing a point mutation into the CDEIII element of
the pARS CEN (CCG→CTG) to obtain the construct pARSCTG
abolished its ability to restore viability to chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells
(Fig. 7 A). This mutation of the CDEIII element had been shown
to abolish the replication fork pause at the centromere (Greenfeder
and Newlon, 1992). We examined whether the timing of replication

Figure 7. The timing of the episomal replication fork pause is critical to restore viability to chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells. (A) Cells containing the indicated episome
were spotted onto YPD medium containing the indicated concentration of HU (in millimoles). (B) chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells containing the indicated episome were
treated as in Fig. 1 B, except that they were released at 18°C. Southern blot analysis of chromosomal DNA prepared at the indicated times after release
into HU and subjected to 2D gel electrophoresis was performed using a probe for pARS (pRS416). (C) Restriction fragment shapes that correspond to the
observed Southern blot pattern. (D, left) In a separate experiment, cells were treated as in Fig. 3 C and processed for Western analysis to monitor Rad53p
phosphorylation. The Molecular masses (in kilodaltons) are indicated to the right of each panel. (D, right) The ratio of phosphorylated to unphosphorylated
Rad53p signal and budding index.
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fork pause at the episomal centromere correlated with the restored activation timing of Rad53p in chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells containing either pARS or pARSCTG. Replication of pARS had initiated
by 50 min after release from G1 into HU as indicated by the presence of Y-shaped replication intermediates (Fig. 7, B and C).
Western analysis had shown that under these conditions Rad53p
activation was evident 50 min after release into HU, at which
time the replication fork pause caused by the centromere was apparent by 2D gel analyses (Fig. 7 D). The signal representing the
replication fork pause at the centromere was absent in the replication intermediates of pARSCTG. The lack of replication fork pause
correlates with a later time of Rad53p activation cells carrying
pARSCTG, despite the fact that replication of the episome had occurred by that time. Collectively, our findings suggest that the
critical characteristics of the episome that restored viability on
HU were the timing of replication fork formation or the time during S phase that the pause is encountered.

Discussion
In this paper, we demonstrate that episomal origins activated
in early S phase restore checkpoint signaling and viability
to checkpoint mutants that have a deficiency in the number
of stable replication forks present during early S phase.
We show that the timing of replication origin activation is
critical for restoration of the S-phase checkpoint response.
Furthermore, we provide evidence that reconstitution of a
few forks present in the first few minutes of S phase is sufficient to establish a checkpoint signal, which eliminated the
requirement for the DNA damage checkpoint to survive replication blocks.
The S-phase checkpoint signals from
replication forks at pause sites and
centromeres to coordinate S phase,
spindle elongation, and recovery from
replication blocks

The functions of the S-phase checkpoint that allow recovery
from blocked or paused replication forks include the role of
Mec1p and Rad53p in stabilizing the association of polymerases  and  with the replication fork, promoting fork progres-

sion in replication slow zones under conditions of low dNTPs,
and preventing formation of pathological structures at forks
arising from fork reversal (Branzei and Foiani, 2005). Several
studies suggested that the inability to maintain replication complex and fork integrity is the lethal event in mec1 and rad53
mutants (Desany et al., 1998; Tercero et al., 2003).
In wild-type cells, replication blocks induced by HU prevent spindle elongation, whereas spindles proceed to elongate in
rad53 cells (Allen et al., 1994; Krishnan et al., 2004; Bachant et al.,
2005). Bachant, et al. (2005) showed that this defect in rad53
cells was suppressed by several copies of the pARS, presumably
by providing tension from kinetochores formed at the replicated
episomal CEN. In contrast, in our system, suppression of the HU
sensitivity of chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells by pARS involved activation of
Rad53p and was independent of spindle elongation. These two
studies (Bachant et al., 2005; this paper) suggest two signals that
coordinate the response to replication blocks. One provides
S-phase checkpoint signal from forks that allows recovery from
replication blocks by maintaining fork integrity, stabilizing replication complexes, and possibly promoting fork progression
through replication slow zones. The other prevents premature
spindle elongation by providing replicated centromeric sequences
that attach to the spindle and generate tension.
Our data suggest that stalled forks at replication fork
pause sites are sufficient to provide checkpoint signal in chk1⌬
dun1⌬ cells. Simply changing the timing of activation of the
episomal origin, and presumably the time that the fork encounters the pause site, determined whether the S-phase checkpoint
was established. Previous studies have characterized the proteins involved in the stability of paused forks, including Tof1p,
and have proposed a model for recovery of these forks that is
independent of Rad53p (Calzada et al., 2005). We observed that
the kinetics of Rad53p activation were restored by the episomal
origin. It is also possible that the fork pause site at the centromere may simply lengthen the time it takes to replicate the
episome allowing for the forks to stall and activate Rad53p.
The model that a stalled fork at a pause site can signal through
Rad53p remains to be tested because of the many roles that
Rad53p plays in the S-phase checkpoint.
Replication of the 2-μm episome initiates from an ARS
consensus sequence (Brewer and Fangman, 1987) only once per

Figure 8. Model. A deﬁciency of replication
forks from early origins results in activation
of the DNA damage checkpoint. RFCL is the
checkpoint clamp loader. Ddc2, also known
as Lcd1 and in mammals as Atrip, localizes
Mec1 to DNA damage lesions (Nyberg et al.,
2002; see text for details).
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S-phase during the first third of S phase (Zakian et al., 1979).
The 2-μm episome uses a segregation system that is distinct
from the centromere (Kikuchi, 1983). We speculate that the reason that the 2-μm episome does not suppress the HU sensitivity
of the chk1⌬ dun1⌬ cells, despite the fact that the episome provides additional replication forks, is because of the absence of a
pause site (centromere) on the episome.
Coordination of the S-phase and DNA
damage checkpoints for genomic stability

Deficiencies in the number of forks present during early S phase
results in the activation of the DNA damage checkpoint by replication blocks and dependence on the DNA damage checkpoint
for viability. Defects in dun1⌬ cells lead to the activation of the
Rad9p-mediated DNA damage checkpoint that is not normally
required to survive replication blocks. In fact, Rad9p localizes
to replication forks that are presumably collapsed, but only in
cells lacking S-phase checkpoint proteins (Katou et al., 2003).
The GCRs in dun1⌬ cells in the absence of exogenous
stress could be formed in G2 by recombination-mediated repair
of lesions incurred in S phase and could require the DNA damage checkpoint to provide time for their resolution before mitosis (Fig. 8). Because recombination and checkpoint signaling
have been shown to occur simultaneously (Aylon et al., 2004;
Ira et al., 2004), this could explain the activation of Chk1p in
late S/G2 in dun1⌬ cells (Fig. 8, model).
Inappropriate cyclin regulation or cyclin–Cdk complex
activation by oncogenes in the early stages of cancer development deregulates the length of M/G1 and transition into S phase.
Failure to coordinate the relative timing of these phases interferes with preRC formation and activation, decreasing the
potential number of forks and ultimately leading to genomic instability (Spruck et al., 1999; Sidorova and Breeden, 2003;
Ekholm-Reed et al., 2004). In fact, cyclin deregulation results in
DNA damage checkpoint activation in mammals, which is similar to what we have observed in yeast (Bartkova et al., 2005).
Therefore, the lessons learned from the yeast model on how
early origin activation orchestrates the S-phase and DNA damage checkpoints are valuable to our understanding of the factors
that affect genomic stability in human cancer.

Materials and methods
Yeast strains
Yeast strains generated using standard genetic techniques and constructs
used in this study are listed in Table S4 (available at http://www.jcb.org/
cgi/content/full/jcb.200706009/DC1). Selected strains, as noted, were
provided by D. Koshland (Carnegie Institute of Washington, Baltimore,
MD) and S. Elledge (Harvard University Medical School, Boston, MA).
Plasmid construction
p2-Clb6. Chromosome VII coordinates 705169–706886 were ampliﬁed
by the PCR using primers engineered to introduce a SacI restriction site at
the 5 end of the product and a BamHI restriction site at the 3 end of the
product. The PCR product was subjected to restriction digest and ligated
into the corresponding sites in the polylinker of pRS426.
pARSCTG. This construct was generated by a PCR mutagenesis
strategy resulting in the introduction of a point mutation (CCG→CTG
or C4432T, according to GenBank annotation for pRS416) in the
essential triplet found within CDEIII of the centromeric sequence of the
vector pRS416.
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pARSCTG-STB. Coordinates 4315–4612 of pRS426 (according to
GenBank annotation for pRS426) were ampliﬁed by the PCR using primers
engineered to introduce a BamHI restriction site at the 5 end of the product and a SalI restriction site at the 3 end of the product. This sequence
was ligated into the corresponding sites in the polylinker of pARSCTG.
p12-Ac. This construct was generated using a PCR strategy to insert
chromosome XV sequence coordinates 721577–721772, which includes
the HIS3 promoter sequence containing ﬁve Gcn4p binding sites, immediately adjacent to ARS1412 in the p12 construct (Friedman et al., 1996;
provided by J. Diller, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA;
and W. Fangman, University of Washington, Seattle, WA). The speciﬁed
chromosome XV coordinates were inserted between the sequence in p12
that corresponds to chromosome XIV coordinates 196102 and 196103.
p2-Gcn4. Chromosome V sequence 138761–140226, which
includes the GCN4 sequence, was inserted into the HindIII and SacI sites
of pRS425.
p2-tRNA. This clone was isolated from the S. cerevisiae AB320
genomic library (American Type Culture Collection), which was constructed
in yeast episomal plasmid 13. The clone contains ⵑ8 kb of chromosome III
sequence centromere proximal to coordinate 80321. This sequence includes tE((UUC)C), which encodes tRNA-Glu.
pARS305. Chromosome III 38498–341933 was ampliﬁed by PCR,
cut with BamHI and HindIII, and ligated into pBSKS, resulting in pJP25.
The BamHI, HindIII fragment was then cut out of pJP25 and ligated into
BamHI–HindIII-digested p13ARS (Friedman et al., 1996; provided by
J. Diller and W. Fangman).
pARSCTG-STB-GAL-URA3. GAL1-GAL10 promoter sequence (chromosome II, 278357–279016 [Saccharomyces Genome Database annotation]) was PCR ampliﬁed using primers engineered to introduce SmaI sites
at both the 3 and 5 ends of the product. The primers also introduced
HindIII and BglII sites at the 3 end of the product. This sequence was ligated into the unique PmlI site in pARSCTG-STB to produce pARSCTG-STBGAL. URA3 sequence (chromosome V, 116167–117048 [Saccharomyces
Genome Database annotation]) was then PCR ampliﬁed using primers engineered to introduce a HindIII restriction site at the 5 end and a BglII restriction site at the 3 end of the product. This sequence was then ligated
into the corresponding sites in pARSCTG-STB-GAL.
Growth conditions
Cells were grown on normal or modiﬁed YPD, SC-Leu, SC-Ura, SC-Trp, SCUra-Leu, SC-Ura-Leu-Trp, or SC-Ura-Leu-Trp-His medium. Cell viability was
measured by spotting cells in serial dilutions of 5,000, 500, 50, and
5 cells onto the indicated medium and growing at 30°C. For G1 synchrony,
cells were arrested in YPD or SC-Ura medium, pH 3.9, at 24°C for replication intermediates (RI) and cdc15-2 or at 30°C for all other experiments
with 10 μg/ml -factor (Protein Chemistry Core Laboratory, Baylor College
of Medicine, Houston, TX). Cells were released from G1 by washing twice
with YPD or SC-Ura medium and resuspending in medium containing the
indicated HU concentration at 24°C for RI, 37°C for cdc15-2, or 30°C for
all other experiments. 10 μg/ml nocodazole was added where indicated.
RI analysis
RI experiments were performed as previously described (Santocanale and
Difﬂey, 1998; http://science.cancerresearchuk.org/sci/chromrep/pdf/
alkalineriassay.pdf?version=1) with the following modiﬁcations: cells
were treated with 50 μg/ml oxalyticase (Enzogenetics) for 1 h at 30°C
before DNA isolation. DNA was transferred to Hybond-N+ membrane
(GE Healthcare) by the neutral transfer method. Membranes were hybridized with an -[32P]dCTP–labeled probe prepared with the Random Primers kit (Invitrogen) and 25 ng of template DNA ampliﬁed from the
following chromosomal coordinates: ARS305 ChIII 38995–40048; and
ARS1 ChIV 461969–463011. RI signal from each lane was quantiﬁed
using a phosphor imager (Molecular Diagnostics) and ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare). As loading control, an equal aliquot of DNA was
digested with EcoRI and subjected to Southern blot analysis using a probe
generated, as described in this section, from 25 ng PCR-generated template (ChIII 256040–257211). The loading control signal was used to
normalize the signal for the RI to the relative amount of DNA loaded for
each sample.
2D gel analysis
Cells were prepared as previously described (Deshpande and Newlon,
1992) using ice-cold azide stop buffer (0.5 M NaOH, 0.4 M Na2EDTA,
and 0.2% sodium azide). DNA isolation was performed as previously described (Huberman et al., 1987). Neutral–neutral 2D gel electrophoresis

was performed as previously described (Brewer and Fangman, 1987;
Deshpande and Newlon, 1992). Approximately 3 μg DNA was digested
for each sample with NcoI (ARS305), BamHI and NcoI (ARS603), EcoRI
(plasmid RI), or PvuII and EcoRV (pARS plasmid RI for RFP). DNA was transferred to Hybond-XL membrane as previously described (Schollaert et al.,
2004). Probes were generated by random priming or by the PCR, as described in Materials and methods, from the following templates: ARS305:
NcoI–BamHI restriction fragment of plasmid A6C110 (Newlon et al.,
1991); ARS603 (PCR product of ChVI 68233–69364); p12 and p12ARS
(EcoRI–MscI restriction fragment of p12ARS [a gift from J. Diller]); pRS416
(EcoRI-linearized pBluescript II [KS]); and pRS416, for RFP at CEN (PvuII–
SspI [1873 bp] restriction fragment of pBluescript II [KS]). Probes were
hybridized as previously described (Deshpande and Newlon, 1992).
Membranes were exposed to phosphor screens, and RI signal was quantiﬁed as described in RI analysis.
Western analyses
Cell protein extracts, prepared as previously described (Schollaert et al.,
2004), were separated on 10% acrylamide and 0.067% bis-acrylamide gels,
transferred to nitrocellulose membrane, and probed with anti-HA (16B12;
Covance) or anti-Rad53 (yC-19; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) antibodies.
Flow cytometry and immunoﬂuorescence
Cell cycle analyses by ﬂow cytometry, staining nuclei, and visualizing spindles were performed as previously described (Sanchez et al., 1999).
Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows activation of chromosomal and episomal origin ARS305.
Fig. S2 shows that the episomal origin relieves the dependence of dun1⌬
cells on DNA damage checkpoint proteins for survival of forks stalled by low
dNTPs or DNA damage. Fig. S3 shows that suppression of HU sensitivity of
checkpoint mutants by an episomal replication origin requires Rad53p and is
independent of the regulation of spindle dynamics. Table S1 shows that addition of the STB sequence to the pARSCTG episome improves its mitotic stability.
Table S2 shows budding indices for alkaline gel experiments (replicates of the
experiment in Fig. 1 A). Table S3 shows budding indices for 2D gel experiments (replicates of the experiment in Fig. 1 B). Table S4 lists the strains used
in these studies. Online supplemental material is available at http://www
.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200706009/DC1.
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